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ABSTRACT
Understanding how cooperative behaviour emerges within a
population of individuals has been the focus of a great deal
of research in the multi-agent systems community. In this
paper, we examine the effectiveness of two different learning
mechanisms – an evolutionary-based technique and a social
imitation technique – in promoting and maintaining coop-
eration in the spatial N-player Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma
(NIPD) game. Comprehensive Monte Carlo simulation ex-
periments show that both mechanisms are able to evolve
high levels of cooperation in the NIPD despite the dimin-
ished impact of direct reciprocation. However, the perfor-
mance of evolutionary learning is significantly better than
social learning, especially for larger population sizes. Our
conclusion implies that when designing autonomous agents
situated in complex environments, the use of evolutionary-
based adaptation mechanisms will help realising efficient col-
lective actions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent learning poses significant challenges across

a wide spectrum of problems. In particular, understand-
ing and explaining how globally desired behaviour emerges
based on local interactions between adaptive agents is a chal-
lenging task. Boosted by Axelrod’s computer tournaments
[1] in the 1980s, the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game has
been widely used within the general framework of evolution-
ary game theory to address this challenge. However, most
of the existing studies on the PD have predominantly been
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concerned with pair-wise interactions, where the action of
an agent has a direct impact only on the individual agent it
interacts with. In N-player games, the action of each agent
will typically affect all members in the social group(s) it is
associated with. Little work so far has considered the N-
player games in the context of multi-agent learning, and it
is our aim to fill this gap.

In this paper, we study the co-evolution of agent strategies
in a spatial environment by modelling the strategic interac-
tions between agents using the N-player Iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma (NIPD) game based on the formalism of Boyd and
Richerson [2]. Previous studies [3, 4] have revealed that
spatial structure is beneficial for cooperation, which is con-
sistent with findings in the PD game. Here, we examine
the influence of alternative strategy update mechanisms in
detail. We show that both evolutionary and imitation learn-
ing techniques promote cooperative behaviour, however, the
evolutionary technique encourages the emergence of social
efficiency to a greater extent.

2. N-PLAYER DILEMMAS
The NIPD is an extension of the PD game in which a

group of N players (N ≥ 2) interact iteratively with one
another. In an abstract manner, at each interaction N play-
ers make a decision independently based on two actions, ei-
ther cooperate or defect, without knowing the other players’
choice. Each agent uses a strategy to determine what action
to play. It is this strategy that is the focus of this particular
study.

The utility of an agent is a function of the actions that it
plays. A rule exists that rewards a social benefit b, which
increases when more players are cooperating. There is, how-
ever, always a cost c for the cooperators. Here, b > c. Boyd
and Richerson [2] formally define the utility values, U , for
this scenario as follows:

U =

{
b×i
N

− c for cooperators,
b×i
N

for defectors.
(1)

with i being the number of cooperators.

3. THE MODEL
In our model, agents are located on a toroidal grid with pe-

riodic boundary conditions. Initially, a population of agents
with random strategies is created. Based on their strategies,
the agents can either cooperate or defect. The utility (fit-
ness) of each agent is determined by summing its payoffs in
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the game against the neighbours. At the end of each genera-
tion, all agents are presented with an opportunity to update
their strategies according to the payoffs received. The pay-
offs are calculated according to Eq. 1.

We have adopted the strategy representation developed by
Yao and Darwen [5]. Under this representation, a history of
l rounds for an agent can be represented as the combination
of the following:

• l bits to represent the agent’s l previous actions (‘1’ =
defection and ‘0’ = cooperation)

• l × log2N bits to represent the number of cooperators
in the previous l rounds among the agent’s social group

In our implementation, we have limited the number of previ-
ous actions in memory to 3 (i.e. l = 3). An agent’s strategy
provides a move m, m ∈ [1, 0], in response to every pos-
sible history. Therefore, each strategy should be at least
23+3log2N bits in length. The larger the group sizes, the
more bits are needed. Due to the fact that there is no mem-
ory of previous rounds at the beginning of the game, three
additional bits have been added.

When the initial population of agents has been created,
each agent will play the game repeatedly for T iterations
at each generation. Every agent ai uses a strategy si to
decide its move at iteration t, where t ∈ [1...T ]. At the end
of T iterations, agents have an opportunity to update their
strategy – using either evolutionary or social learning.

In the case of evolutionary learning, strategy update is
achieved via genetic modification using crossover and muta-
tion. In contrast, in social learning, an agent simply mimics
the strategy of a more successful neighbour. An elite pre-
serving method is used in both update mechanisms. The
spatial structure ensures co-evolutionary dynamics in the
model. In other words, the success or failure of a strategy
depends on which other strategies are present in the local
neighbourhood.

4. EXPERIMENTS
A systematic Monte Carlo simulation study has been car-

ried out to investigate the relative performance of the evo-
lutionary and imitation learning mechanisms in promoting
and maintaining cooperation.

For all scenarios, the reward values b = 3 and c = 1 were
constant. Each simulation ran for 500 generations, with 30
rounds of learning (T = 30) constituting each generation. In
evolutionary learning, the crossover rate = 0.7 and the mu-
tation rate = 0.05. In the social (imitation) learning model,
the strategy of the most successful neighbour was copied.
Three different population sizes were examined: 100, 900
and 2500. For each population size, we varied the group
sizes N from 2 to 9. In every single run, the neighbourhood
of an agent was fixed. In the cases of N = 5 and 9, we used
the standard von Neumann and Moore neighbourhoods. In
all other cases, the neighbours were randomly selected from
the immediate neighbourhood at the beginning of the game
and did not change thereafter. All experiments were re-
peated for 30 independent runs.

From figures 1 and 2, we see that both evolutionary and
social learning techniques are able to promote cooperative
behaviour in the NIPD. Due to its ability to adaptively
evolve new strategies, evolutionary learning has maintained
consistently higher levels of cooperation as compared to the

Figure 1: The cooperation rates for evolutionary

learning with varying group sizes and population

sizes averaged over 30 runs.

Figure 2: The cooperation rates for social imitation

with varying group sizes and population sizes aver-

aged over 30 runs.

social imitation. Statistical tests confirmed that the differ-
ences are significant, except when group sizes are large, for
example, when N = 8 or N = 9.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has contributed to the understanding of multi-

agent learning in situations when efficient collective actions
are required. We have provided an empirical comparison
of the relative effectiveness of an evolutionary computation
based strategy update mechanism and a social learning (imi-
tation) mechanism. The results suggest that an evolutionary
approach is more robust.
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